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operation function

Touch part

Power on: light touch 5 seconds
Power off: light touch 5 seconds
Next song: Double touch the right earphone
Previous song: Double touch the left earphone
Volume up: Triple touch the right earphone
Volume down: Triple touch the left earphone
Answer the call: Light touch any side
Reject the call: Light touch 2 second any side

Vent
Indicator light

Warning

Chargin indicator light

1. Please do not take the earbuds apart and remodel. otherwise, it may cause electrical breakdown by the ﬁre or even completely damage the product.
2. Please do not put the product under too high or too low temperature (Below 0°C
or above 45°C).
3. Please avoid using the device indicator light near the eyes of children or animals.
4. Please do not use the device under thunderstorms. It may cause the device to
malfunction and increase the risk of electric shock.
5. Please do not wipe the product with oil or other volatile liquids.
6. Please do not let the device get wet with liquids.

NOTE

Type-C port

It may cause hearing damage under longtime using,
please arrange the use time reasonably.
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Charging

Dual earphone mode

Earphone charging

Method one

When the earphone keeps ﬂashing green light, it means battery
low and will power off soon. Please put the earphones into the
charge case, it automatically turn off and charging.

After fully charged, opening the cover, not need remove the earphones will turn on automatically, waiting about 5 seconds, the
red and green lights ﬂash, turn on Bluetooth on the phone,
search for the pairing name ”ANUKI” and click to connect.

Charge case charging

Method two

When the charge case keeps ﬂashing green light, it means battery low. Please use the qualiﬁed charging cable provided by the
manufacturer to charge. The red indicator light is always on
during charging; After fully charged, the green indicator light is
on for 10s then automatically goes out.

After fully charged, take the two earphones and touch about 5
seconds, the red and green lights ﬂash, turn on Bluetooth on the
phone, search for the pairing name “ANUKI” and click to connect.

Where to see the power display?
After the earphones have connected with the
phone, there is a battery mark next to the bluetooth or earphone symbol to display the battery
level.

Single earphone mode
After fully charged, take one earphone and touch about 5 seconds,
the red and green lights ﬂash, turn on Bluetooth on the phone, search
for the pairing name “XG-5.0” and click to connect.
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How to turn on
noise reduction / transparency mode
Transparent mode
When the headset is turned on or playing music, long press
left and right about 2s on either side of the earphone, you hear
a beep at the same time. Prompt tone to enter transparent
mode, Prompt tone: transparency

Warning
Do not cover the outer microphone when using transparency
mode as it can cause coupling and generate an annoying beep.

Noise reduction mode
In the transparent mode, long press either side of the left and
right earphones about 2s, you hear a beep sound at the
same time, Prompt tone: ANC on

Turn off noise reduction / transparency mode
In the noise reduction mode, long press either side of the left or
right for 2s, when you hear a beep, Prompt tone: ANC off

Iphone support manual setting ANC mode
Settings
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Noise Control
Siri
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MY DEVICES
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OTHER DEVICES

Noise
Cancellation

To pair an Apple Watch with your
iPhone, go to the Apple Watch app.

PRESS AND HOLD AIRPODS

PRESS AND HOLD AIRPODS

Left

Noise Control

Left

Noise Control

Right

Noise Control

Right

Noise Control

Ear Tip Fit Test

Off

Transparency

Noise
Cancellation

Ear Tip Fit Test

Off

Transparency

Noise Cancellation
Blocks out external sounds

Transparency
Lets in exernal sounds

Off
Turns off noise cancellation a...
Press and hold the stem to cycle
between the selected noise control
modes.
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Reset Bluetooth earphone
Put the earphone into charging case to close. Take it out after 3-5s,
it will automatically re-pair!

NOTE
If there is another available paired device nearby, ANUKI will automatically connect to it without initiating the re-pairing process.

About Signal
1.
2.
3.
4.

Please notice the wearing method, do not cover the earphone by ear to prevent
interruption of signal.
Do not cover any earbuds on the dual earbuds mode by hand, or it will result the
interruption of signal.
Please use this earphone under its working range (10 meters) and for best results
avoid obstacles in between the connected devices.
On the dual earbuds model, sometimes the connected of “R” maybe interrupted,
please check the using condition or the working range.
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